I. POLICY

UPMC is committed to providing financial assistance to people who have health care needs and are uninsured, underinsured, ineligible for a government program, do not qualify for governmental assistance (for example Medicare or Medicaid), or who are approved for Medicaid but the specific medically necessary service is considered non-covered by Medical Assistance, or otherwise unable to pay for medically necessary care. UPMC strives to ensure that the financial capacity of people who need health care services does not prevent them from seeking or receiving care.

In order for UPMC to responsibly manage its resources and provide the appropriate level of assistance to the greatest number of persons in need, patients are expected to contribute to their cost of care based on their individual ability to pay.

Patients applying for financial assistance are also expected to cooperate with UPMC’s procedures for obtaining financial assistance or other forms of payment, those with the financial capacity to
purchase health insurance will be encouraged to do so.

In accordance with Federal Emergency Medical Treatment and Labor Act (EMTALA) regulations, no patients shall be screened for financial assistance or payment information prior to the rendering of a medical screening examination and to the extent necessary, services needed to treat the patient or stabilize them for transfer as applicable. The granting of financial assistance will not take into account age, gender, race, social or immigration status, sexual orientation, gender identity or religious affiliation.

Links to policies referenced within this policy can be found in Section XIV.

II. PURPOSE

This policy addresses the various types and levels of financial assistance eligibility requirements, services that are included and excluded, and the process for securing financial assistance.

III. SCOPE

This policy applies to all fully integrated United States based UPMC hospitals and physician providers. (See attachments - Facility & Provider Listings).

[Check all that apply]

☐ UPMC Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh
☒ UPMC Pinnacle Hospitals
IV. DEFINITIONS

For the purpose of this policy, the terms below are defined as follows:

**Emergency Care or Emergency Treatment:** The care or treatment for emergency medical conditions as defined by EMTALA (Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act.)

**Financial Assistance:** Financial assistance is the provision of healthcare services free of charge or at a discount to individuals who meet the established criteria.

**Family:** As defined by the U.S. Census Bureau, a group of two or more people who reside together and who are related by birth, adoption, marriage, same-sex marriage, unmarried or domestic partners.

**Uninsured:** The patient has no level of insurance (either private or governmental) or other potential assistance options, such as Victims of Violent Crimes, Auto Insurance, 3rd Party Liability, etc. to assist with meeting his/her payment obligations for health care services received from UPMC.

**Underinsured:** The patient has some level of insurance (either private or governmental) or other potential assistance options, such as Victims of Violent Crimes, Auto Insurance, 3rd Party Liability, etc. but still has out-of-pocket expenses that exceed his/her financial ability to pay for health care services at UPMC.
Income/Family Income: Income/Family Income is determined by calculating the following sources of income for all qualifying household members.

- Wages, salaries, tips
- Business income
- Social Security income
- Pension or Retirements Income
- Dividends and Interest
- Rent and Royalties
- Unemployment compensation
- Workers’ compensation income
- Alimony and child support
- Legal Judgments
- Cash, bank accounts and money market accounts
- Matured certificates of deposit, mutual funds, bonds or other easily convertible investments that can be cashed without penalty
- Support Letters
- Other Income, such as income from trust funds, charitable foundations, etc.

Items that are not considered in determining income include:

- Primary Residence
- Retirement Funds
- Primary Vehicle

Indigence: Income falls below 250% of the Federal Poverty Guidelines.
Discounted Care: Uninsured (for UPMC Chautauqua WCA patients only, this includes those patients with insurance benefits that have become exhausted) and income falls between 251% and 400% of the Federal Poverty Guidelines.

Financial or Medical Hardship: Financial assistance that is provided as a discount to eligible patients with annualized family income in excess of 250% of the Federal Poverty Guidelines and the out of pocket expense or patient liability resulting from medical services provided by UPMC exceeds 15% of family income.


Presumptive Charity Care: The use of external publicly available data sources that provide information on a patient’s ability to pay.

V. ELIGIBILITY

A. Services Eligible under this Policy. Financial assistance is available for eligible individuals who seek or obtain emergency and other medically necessary care from UPMC Providers. This Financial Assistance Policy (FAP) covers medically necessary care as defined by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania 55 Pa Code § 1101.21a defines medical necessity as:

A service, item, procedure or level of care that is necessary for the proper treatment or management of an illness, injury or disability is one that:

(1) Will, or is reasonably expected to, prevent the onset of an illness, condition, injury or disability; or
(2) Will, or is reasonably expected to, reduce or ameliorate the physical, mental or developmental effects of an illness, condition, injury or disability; or
(3) Will assist the recipient to achieve or maintain maximum functional capacity in performing daily activities, taking into account both the functional capacity of the recipient and those functional capacities that are appropriate of recipients of the same age.

B. **Services not eligible for financial assistance under this Policy regardless of whether they constitute medically necessary care include:**

a. Cosmetic surgery not considered medically necessary
b. All transplant and related services
c. Bariatrics and all related services
d. Reproduction-related procedures (such as in-vitro fertilization, vasectomies, etc.)
e. Acupuncture
f. Online virtual health care visits and related telemedicine services, including virtual specialty care and second opinion services
g. Services performed at any UPMC Urgent Care location
h. Package Pricing - services included in a package price are bundled and subject to an inclusive rate which is not subjected to any other forms of discounting.
i. Private duty nursing
j. Services provided and billed by a non UPMC entity which may include lab or diagnostic testing, dental, vision and speech, occupational or physical therapies
k. Patient accounts or services received by a patient who is involved in pending litigation that relates to or may result in a generation of recovery based on charges for services performed at UPMC
l. Other non-covered services such as laser eye surgery, hearing aids, etc.

VI. ELIGIBILITY AND ASSISTANCE CRITERIA

A. Financial assistance will be provided in accordance with UPMC’s mission and values. Financial assistance eligibility will be considered for uninsured and underinsured patients, and those for whom it would be a financial hardship to pay in full the expected out of pocket expenses for services provided by UPMC. Financial assistance will be provided in accordance with federal, state and local laws. Applicants for financial assistance are required to
apply to public programs for available coverage, if eligible, as well as for pursuing public or private health insurance payment options for care provided by UPMC. Patients who do not cooperate in applying for programs that may pay for their healthcare services may be denied financial assistance. UPMC shall make affirmative efforts to help patients apply for public and private programs.

Typically, financial assistance is not available for patient balances consisting only of co-pays or when a person fails to comply reasonably with insurance requirements (such as obtaining authorizations and/or referrals) or for persons who opt out of available insurance coverage, regardless of whether or not the patient meets eligibility requirements.

In addition, this policy will not apply to individuals who reside outside the service area and would be required to travel in order to seek treatment from a UPMC Provider. The service area includes all counties contiguous to a UPMC facility. Non-resident international patients are excluded from financial assistance, unless the patient is treated for an emergency. UPMC, in its sole discretion, may waive these exclusions after considering all relevant facts and circumstances. Additionally, UPMC may approve financial assistance for patients utilizing presumptive charity care.
B. **Patient Financial Assistance Eligibility Guidelines.** Except as otherwise provided herein, services eligible under this Policy will be made available to the patient on a sliding fee scale, in accordance with financial need, as determined in reference to Federal Poverty Level guidelines published by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. ¹

1. **Indigence:**

   A. When a patient is uninsured and the patient’s and/or responsible party’s (ex. Parents, Spouse, etc.) income is at or below 250% of the Federal Poverty Guidelines, the patient will be approved for a 100% reduction for the care provided by the Provider. This means that the fees for services are completely waived.

   B. When a patient is underinsured and the patient’s and/or responsible party’s (ex. Parents, Spouse, etc.) income is at or below 250% of the Federal Poverty Guidelines; the patient is eligible for financial assistance. The patient’s insurance will be billed, if approved the

¹Federal Poverty Guidelines for the current year are available at [http://aspe.hhs.gov/poverty-guidelines](http://aspe.hhs.gov/poverty-guidelines). The Provider’s use of federal poverty guidelines will be updated annually in conjunction with the federal poverty guideline updates published by the United States Department of Health and Human Services.
patient may not have any patient liability after insurance, unless it is a co-payment. If the underinsured patient’s income is greater than 250% of the Federal Poverty Guidelines, the patient may be eligible for financial assistance in the form of financial or medical hardship.

2. Discounted Care: Assistance may be in the form of a discounted or reduced patient obligation depending on the patient’s and/or responsible party’s income.

If an uninsured patient’s and/or responsible party’s (ex. Parents, Spouse, etc.) income is greater than 250% and less than or equal to 400% of the Federal Poverty Guidelines, the patient is eligible for assistance in the form of a reduction in patient liability for all accounts to the amounts generally billed (AGB) as defined below. UPMC Chautauqua WCA patients will also be eligible for this assistance when their respective insurance benefits exhaust.

3. Financial or Medical Hardship: If a patient’s and/or responsible party’s (ex. Parents, Spouse, etc.) income exceeds 250% of the Federal Poverty Level, they may be considered for a Financial or Medical Hardship. UPMC will consider assistance where a patient’s out of pocket expense or patient liability exceeds 15% of family income or where a patient’s medical bills are
of such magnitude that payment threatens the patient’s financial survival. Assistance will be provided in the form of an adjustment of charges to prevent patient liability from exceeding the lesser of 15% of family income or the AGB.

Notwithstanding anything contained in this policy, if an award of financial assistance that does not cover 100% of the charges for the service is granted, the amount due from patients who are eligible under this Policy for discounted care will not be more than amounts generally billed (AGB) as defined below. UPMC in its discretion may waive or modify eligibility requirements after considering all relevant facts and circumstances in order to achieve this Policy’s essential purpose of providing medical care to patients who lack financial means.

VII. AMOUNTS GENERALLY BILLED

UPMC will not charge an eligible individual for emergency or other medically necessary services more than the amount generally billed (AGB) to individuals who have insurance covering such care. UPMC will use the Look-Back method to determine AGB. The AGB is calculated using all claims allowed by the Medicare- Fee–For–Service and Private health insurances (including the Medicaid Managed Payers). For this purpose, UPMC will select the lowest percentage of any hospital facility covered by the policy and apply this percentage to all emergency or other medically necessary care covered by the policy.
The lowest amount currently calculated is 11% resulting in a discount of 89%.

For services received at UPMC Chautauqua WCA, AGB will calculated as (lowest percentage of hospital facilities covered by this policy AGB-10%).

**VIII. APPLYING FOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE**

Eligibility determinations will be made based on UPMC’s policy and an assessment of a patient’s financial need. Uninsured and underinsured patients will be informed of the Financial Assistance Policy and the process for submitting an application. Applicants for financial assistance are required to apply to public programs for available coverage, if eligible, as well as for pursuing public or private health insurance payment options for care provided by UPMC. UPMC will process the request for financial assistance within 30 days of receipt. If there is missing documentation, the patient will be given an additional 30 days to respond to the request.

UPMC will make reasonable efforts to explain the benefits of Medicaid and other available public and private programs to patients and provide information on those programs that may provide coverage for services.

Information on public or private coverage and UPMC’s Financial Assistance Policy will be communicated to patients in easy-to-understand, culturally appropriate language, and in the most prevalent languages spoken in applicable hospital service area communities.
A. Application Process:

Typically, a patient is not eligible for financial assistance until he or she has applied for and is determined to be ineligible for applicable federal and Commonwealth governmental assistance programs. UPMC will make resources available to assist patients in enrolling in and/or applying for federal and Commonwealth government programs. UPMC may decide to process the financial assistance application without the documentation that the patient is ineligible for Medical Assistance or other governmental assistance programs.

All applicants are expected to complete the UPMC Financial Assistance application form (see attachment) and provide requested documents. If documentation is not included with the application, the financial information shared on the application may be used in order to make the financial assistance determination. The patient’s signature will be used as attestation to the validity of the information provided. In addition, while completed applications and supporting documentation are more likely to result in a more efficient application process, financial assistance may be awarded in the absence of a completed application and supporting documentation as provided by this policy under presumptive financial assistance (described below) or otherwise in the discretion of UPMC.

Financial Assistance applications are to be submitted to the following office:
Requests for financial assistance will be processed promptly and UPMC will notify the patient or applicant in writing within 30 days of receipt of a completed application. If denied eligibility for any of the financial assistance offered, the patient may re-apply at any time. If the patient is denied financial assistance and a payment to satisfy the balance or a payment plan is not established the account may be transferred to a 3rd-party collection agency for follow-up. Please refer to UPMC’s Billing and Collections Policy HS-RE0724.

If the patient is approved for financial assistance, the eligible patient balances will be adjusted accordingly for services up to one year prior to the approval of the application. The application will remain on file for 3-months and may be used to grant financial assistance within the 3-month time period without requesting additional financial information. Cancer patient’s applications will be approved for a 6-month forward time period to ensure a continuation of care.

The approval time period for financial assistance eligibility will begin on the date that the patient is determined eligible for assistance and 1-year prior to the date of eligibility. Service dates outside the 1-
year range may be considered on a case to case basis at UPMC's discretion.

If a patient is approved for financial assistance through the application process and has made a payment to the accounts which qualify for financial assistance; payments over $5.00 will be refunded to the extent consistent with the level of financial assistance awarded, with the exception of co-payment.

B. Presumptive Financial Assistance

Eligibility:

Presumptive Indigence:

UPMC recognizes that not all patients are able to complete the financial assistance application or provide the required documentation. There may be instances when financial assistance is warranted and the patient qualifies for assistance, despite the lack of formal applications and income assessment described in this policy. In the normal course of assessment of a patient's ability to pay, UPMC, in its sole discretion, may declare the patient’s account uncollectible and classify the account as meeting eligibility criteria. Presumptive eligibility may be granted to patients based on life circumstances such as:

1. homelessness or receipt of care from a homeless clinic;
2. participation in Women, Infants and Children programs (WIC);
3. receiving SNAP (Supplemental Nutritional Assistance Program) benefits;
4. eligible for other state or local assistance programs, such as Victims of Violent Crimes;
5. deceased patient with no known estate.

When presumptive financial assistance eligibility is established, typically a 100% discount will be available.

Other Presumptive Eligibility:

For patients who are non-responsive to UPMC’s application process, other sources of information, such as estimated income and family size provided by a predictive model or information from a recent Medical Assistance application, may be used to make an individual assessment of financial need. This information will enable UPMC to make an informed decision on the financial need of non-responsive patients utilizing the best estimates available in the absence of information provided directly by the patient.

For the purpose of helping financially needy patients, UPMC may utilize a third-party to review the patient’s information to assess financial need. This review utilizes a healthcare industry-recognized, predictive model that is based on public record databases. The model incorporates public record data to calculate a socio-economic and financial capacity score that includes estimates for income, resources, and liquidity. The model’s rule set is designed to assess
each patient to the same standards and is calibrated against historical financial assistance approvals for UPMC. The predictive model enables UPMC to assess whether a patient is characteristic of other patients who have historically qualified for financial assistance under the traditional application process. Information from the predictive model may be used by UPMC to grant presumptive eligibility in cases where there is an absence of information provided directly by the patient. Where efforts to confirm coverage availability have been unsuccessful, the predictive model provides a systematic method to grant presumptive eligibility to financially needy patients.

In the event a patient does not qualify for the highest level of financial assistance under the presumptive rule set, the patient may still provide the requisite information and be considered under the traditional financial assistance application process. When a patient is denied financial assistance though the presumptive eligibility process, a letter will be sent to the patient along with a financial assistance application. The patient will have 30 days to complete the application prior to sending the account to a 3rd-party collection agency.

Presumptive screening provides benefit to the community by enabling UPMC to systematically identify financially needy patients, reduce administrative burdens, and provide financial assistance to patients who have not been responsive to the financial assistance application process.
IX. NOTIFICATION OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AND RELATED INFORMATION

UPMC’s Financial Assistance Policy (FAP), the FAP application form and the plain language summary of the FAP (the “FAP Documents”) shall be available to all UPMC patients as follows:

A. The FAP, FAP application form and a plain language summary of the FAP are available on UPMC’s website, (https://www.upmc.com/patients-visitors/paying-bill/services/apply), searchable by the mechanism applicable to the site generally. The FAP Documents will be printable from the website.

B. The FAP, the FAP application form and plain language summary of the FAP are available upon request and without charge, both in public locations in UPMC hospitals and by mail.

C. Visitors to the facility are informed and notified about the FAP and availability of the FAP Documents by notices in patient bills and by posted notices in emergency rooms, urgent care centers, admitting and registration departments, hospital business offices, and patient financial services offices that are located on facility campuses and at other public places as UPMC may select. Information will also be included on public websites. Referral of patients for financial assistance may be made by any member of the UPMC staff or medical staff, including physicians,
nurses, financial counselors, social workers, case managers, chaplains and others.

X. APPEALS AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Patients may seek a review from UPMC in the event of a dispute over the application of this financial assistance policy. Patients denied financial assistance may also appeal their eligibility determination.

Disputes and appeals may be filed by contacting the Director of UPMC Revenue Cycle, Patient Advocacy. The basis for the dispute or appeal should be in writing and submitted within 30 days of the patient’s experience giving rise to the dispute or notification of the decision on financial assistance eligibility.

Disputes or appeals should be submitted to the following office:

Director, UPMC Revenue Cycle, Patient Advocacy
Quantum 1 Building
2 Hot Metal Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15203

XI. COLLECTIONS IN THE EVENT OF NON-PAYMENT

UPMC will not engage in Extraordinary Collection Actions, as defined by applicable federal laws. If the individual is already a Financial Assistance recipient and he/she is cooperating in good faith to pay his/her balance but nonetheless experiencing difficulty, UPMC will endeavor to offer an extended payment plan.
Refer to UPMC Billing and Collections Policy HS-RE0724 for the actions the hospital facility may take in the event of nonpayment. This policy may be obtained at no cost by contacting the Patient Financial Services Center at 1-800-371-8359.

XII. REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

In implementing this Policy, UPMC management and facilities shall comply with all applicable federal, state, and local laws, rules, and regulations.

XIII. RECORD KEEPING

UPMC will document all financial assistance in order to maintain proper controls and meet all internal and external compliance requirements.

XIV. POLICIES REFERENCED WITHIN THIS POLICY

HS-RE0724  Patient Billing and Collections

SIGNED: Jeffrey Porter  
Vice President, Revenue Cycle

ORIGINAL: October 1, 1999

APPROVALS:

Policy Review Subcommittee: June 12, 2020  
(effective July 1, 2020)

Executive Staff:

PRECEDE: June 28, 2019 (effective July 1, 2019)

SPONSOR: Associate Director, Revenue Cycle
Attachments

* With respect to UPMC business units described in the Scope section, this policy is intended to replace individual business unit policies covering the same subject matter. In-Scope business unit policies covering the same subject matter should be pulled from all manuals.
FACILITY LIST

UPMC Presbyterian Shadyside, Oakland campus

UPMC Presbyterian Shadyside, Shadyside campus

Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic

Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh of UPMC

Magee-Women's Hospital of UPMC

UPMC St. Margaret

UPMC Passavant, McCandless campus

UPMC Passavant, Cranberry campus

UPMC McKeesport

UPMC Mercy

UPMC Bedford
UPMC East

UPMC Hamot

UPMC Northwest

UPMC Altoona

UPMC Horizon, Shenango campus

UPMC Horizon, Farrell campus

UPMC Jameson

UPMC Kane

UPMC Williamsport Hospital

UPMC Muncy Hospital

UPMC Lock Haven Hospital

UPMC Wellsboro Hospital
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Mon Yough Community Services

UPMC Chautauqua WCA

UPMC Somerset
PROVIDER LIST

Butler Cancer Associates, Inc.

Center for Emergency Medicine of Western Pennsylvania, Inc.

Donahue & Allen Cardiology-UPMC, Inc.

Erie Physicians Network-UPMC, Inc.

Fayette Oncology Associates

Fayette Physician Network, Inc.

Hematology Oncology Association

Heritage Valley/UPMC Multispecialty Group, Inc.

Jefferson/UPMC Cancer Associates

Lexington Anesthesia Associates, Inc.
Mountain View Cancer Associates, Inc.

Oncology-Hematology Association, Inc.

Passavant Professional Associates, Inc.

Regional Health Services, Inc.

Renaissance Family Practice-UPMC, Inc.

Tri-State Neurosurgical Associates-UPMC, Inc.

University of Pittsburgh Cancer Institute Cancer Services

University of Pittsburgh Physicians, Inc.

UPMC Altoona Partnership for a Health Community

UPMC Altoona Regional Health Services, Inc.
UPMC and the Washington Hospital Cancer Center

UPMC Community Medicine, Inc.

UPMC Complete Care, Inc.

UPMC Emergency Medicine, Inc.

UPMC Multispecialty Group, Inc.

UPMC/HVHS Cancer Center

UPMC/Jameson Cancer Center

UPMC/St. Clair Hospital Cancer Center

UPMC/Conemaugh Cancer Center

Susquehanna Physician Services d/b/a Susquehanna Health Medical Group-SHMG

Tioga Healthcare Providers-THCP
Somerset Behavioral Health Providers

Somerset Palliative Care Associates

Somerset Facility Based EKG Interpretation Services

Somerset Anesthesia, Inc.
Foundation Radiology

UPMC Somerset Ear, Nose and Throat

UPMC Somerset Behavioral Health

Somerset Health Services, Inc.

- Somerset Cardiology
- Somerset Family Practice
- Somerset Orthopedics
- Somerset Pain Management
- Somerset Pulmonary Medicine
- Somerset Surgical Services
- Somerset Women’s Health Center
- Somerset Urology
## UPMC CHAUTAUQUA WCA PROVIDER LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>SPECIALTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blasius, Jonathan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Internal Medicine &amp; Pediatrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bommireddipalli, Srinvas MD</td>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buonaiuto, Salvatore MD</td>
<td>Pediatrics</td>
<td>Critical Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Specialization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhowmik, Amit MD</td>
<td>Family Medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colosimo, Christopher DO</td>
<td>Hospitalists</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKimm, Scott DO</td>
<td>Family Medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menon, Zubin</td>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movva, Ashok MD</td>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movva, Khusboo MD</td>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy, Timothy DO</td>
<td>Emergency Medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramlal, Vanessa MD</td>
<td>Family Medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Specialty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapple, Amardeep</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarwar, Muhammad</td>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swagler, William</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toturgul, David</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferdman, Barbara</td>
<td>R Pediatrics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grijalva, Galo</td>
<td>General Surgery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrews, Thomas</td>
<td>Gynecology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrestha, Pujan</td>
<td>Laborist/ OB/GYN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh, Andrea</td>
<td>OB/GYN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hendrika</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Patten, Maria DO  LOCUM
Physical Medicine & Rehab

Shonk, John MD
LOCUM
Physical Medicine & Rehab

Johnson-Clopp, Jill NP
OB/GYN

Brar, Mandeep MD  K
OB/GYN
Wiebenga, Jeanne MD
OB/GYN

Dolensek, Christian MD
OB/GYN

Persaud, Andre 
OB/GYN

Minger, Jill 
OB/GYN

Glenn, James MD  Michael Orthopedics
Koulisis, Christo MD Orthopedics

Kavjian, David MD Orthopedics

Kelly, Brooke DO K Physical Medicine & Rehab

Caruso, Chelsea PA Orthopedics

Elton Garvin

Laguerre, Max MD S Oncology

Vu, Khanh Thi-Nha MD Radiology Oncology

Abbasi, Israr MD PSYCHIATRY

Bailey ,Kristine NP PSYCHIATRY

Chaudhry , Monir A. MD PSYCHIATRY
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Holt, David LCSW
INP MH Occasional LCSW

Meer, Shahnawaz
MD PSYCHIATRY

Munella, Allison PA PA

Sazonov, Adelia
DO A PSYCHIATRY

Scott, Craig
LCSW LCSW

Verdonik, Frederick
PHD

Verleni, Gust PA

Warriner, Walter
NPP

Whitver, Stewart
NP
Wiktor, Kyle NP

Mitchell, Michael MD Sports Med

Mihalko, Kerry RD Registered Dietician CDE

Holthouse, Bethann CD Certified Dietician-

Zatyko, Caroline RD Registered Dietician CDE

Tuccio, Anthony T DPM Podiatry

Tuccio, Mark J DPM Podiatry

Dubyne, Lauren Audiology

Bedient, Laurie Audiology
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, Nancy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Brianna</td>
<td>Audiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorenc, Cynthia</td>
<td>Audiology/Speech</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Non-Covered Providers
*This list will be updated quarterly

UPMC Altoona

Natalie M Aikens  PA-C
Rajih A Alkhafaji  MD
Bert Joseph Altmanshofer  DPM
Gohar Ashraf  MD
Sathya Narayana Aswathappa  MD
Robert Michael Baffic  Path A
Robert Joseph Bailey  DO
Loni M Baird  PA-C
Taylor Ann Baronner  PA-C
Bradley Alan Barter  DO
Liang Ruey Bartkowiak  MD
Paul R Barton  DPM
Robert Todd Bechtel  MD
Brett Joshua Beech  PA-C
Daniel Titus Bender  PA-C
Cara Kathleen Bennett  PA-C
Ashley Suzanne Benton  PA-C
Donald Joseph Betar Jr DMD, FAGD
Gretchen A Black  CST
Sandralee Ann Blosser  MD
Edmond J Bouassaf  MD
Jessica B Brode  CST
Donna D Davis  CRNP
Lance C DeFrancisco  MD
Levi Nicholas DeLozier  MD
Lori A Demko  CRNP
John Michael Dinger  MD
Johnathan Richard Dodson  CRNP
Mohammad Aboo Dowlut  MD
Michael James Drass  MD
Michelle Lee Dunio  CRNP
David Clayton Faber  MD
Katherine Ford  CRNP
Anthony Joseph Froncillo  DO
Gregory John Fulchiero  MD, MS
Ricardo Garcia-Rivera  MD
Zane H Gates  MD
James Anthony Gerardo  MD, PhD
Erin Elizabeth Gilroy  PA-C
Adam Clayton Goddard  DDS
David Adair Green  MD
Anju Gupta  MD
Pawan Kumar Gupta  MD, FACP
Andrew William Gurman  MD
Nadine M Gwizdak  CST
Sean P Hampton  DO
Mary Catherine Haney  PA-C
Nathan Harker  NP
Melissa Marie Lafferty  PA-C
Dawn Landeck  CRNP
Elizabeth Lantznester  CRNP
Lori Ann Lavelle  DO
Susan M LeComte  RN
David Richard Lee  MD
Christina Lenk  MD
Alexis Nicole Prebihilo Ley  DPM
Christopher James Lincoski  MD
Chelsea Nicole Link  PA-C
Darron Blaine Locke  MD
Megan M Long  PA-C
Fanny Xhajanka Louton  MD, MPH
Robert Brian Louton  MD
Kornel Lukacs  MD
Jorden M Luther  PA-C
Maryann Lyons  PA-C
Ronald P Mack  PA-C
Jill Lynn Madden  PA-C
Mark Dane Maney  PA-C
Marcos A Manon  MD
Matthew Benjamin Maserati  MD
Bonita Ann Mazzei  RN, BSN
Chris Stephen McClellan  DO
Lisa Long McElheny  RN
Jason E McGowan  MD
Nickie L McIntire  CRNP
Ralph David McKibbin  MD
Hailee Merrill  PA-C
Dena Sicola Miles  PA-C
Russell Paul Miller  MD
Rafael Angel Morales  MD
Vincent Francis Morgan  MD
Lenore Jolene Moyer  DPM
Donald E Mrdjenovich  DPM
Frederick Timothy Murphy  DO
Heidi Ann Murphy  PA-C
Barbara J Naimoli  DO
Muhammad Ghassan Naji  MD
Autumn Nesbitt  CRNP
Nikita Igorevich Neverov  MD
Hugh D Newman III  DO
Saleena Ruth Niehaus  DPM
Daniel Thomas Novak Jr  DMD
Ciceron L Opida  MD
William J Paronish  MD
Susan Jane Parr  AUD
Mitul Takshak Patel  MD
Rakesh R Patel  DO
Hector Luis Peniston-Feliciano  MD
Kylie D Plummer  PA-C
Joshua Port  MD
Lora Steffie CRNP
Alyson R Stephens RPA
Matthew Dwight Straesser MD
Gregory Charles Sweeney MD
Aaron Ludwig Thompson PA-C
Lynn Wachter Thompson-Gregory CRNP
Kara Anne Topka PA-C
Molly Bernadette Trostle DO
William Andrew Tyndall MD, PhD
Jonathan P Van Kleunen MD
John M Vargo Jr PA-C
Rakesh C Verma MD
Renee Volny DO
Barbara Lauren Walton MD
Christine Elizabeth Weikert DPM
Susan J Wertz RPA
William Joseph Wiedemer DPM
Jodi Musselman Yingling BSN
Nader Younes MD
Adnan M Youssef MD
Medhat Zaher MD
Steven John Zanders DO, FCCP
Kayla Marie Zeigler PA-C
Ryan Joseph Zlupko MD

UPMC Bedford
Jay Berdia MD  
Rebecca Stevens Rustine Coleman Psy D  
Jeremy Michael Drellich MD  
Katherine Corman Erlichman DO  
Adam Theodore Gerstenblith MD  
Samuel L Glass MD  
Brian Thomas Goss PA-C  
Gerald Evans Gronborg DPM  
Faina Gurevich MD  
Matthew Wayne Hillegass MD  
Allen Ying-Hsiang Hu MD  
Michelle Jarvis PA-C  
Christopher J Kardohely DPM  
Tessa Ann Knisely AUD  
Sarah Frances Molitoris PA-C  
Eugene Paul Nallin Jr MD  
Cheri Oswant AUD  
Robert Eric Parnes MD  
Henry William Shoenthal MD  
Tarin Amy Sill PA-C  
Michael Ian Vengrow MD  
James Hogg Vreeland MD  
David James Warrow MD  
Brandon Jason Wilt DPM  
John Joseph Wroblewski MD  
Stephen J Yanoshak DO
UPMC Chautauqua
Vijaya Kumar Agarwala  MD
Michel E Akl  MD
Mohammed Aladdin MD
Maria Eliza Alexianu  MD, PhD
Evan David Allen  MD
Nancy A Allen  MD
Laith Rafi Altaweel  MD
Eric Robert Anderson  MD
Debra Lynn Arndt  CNM
Eric D Arnone  MD
Sara Banerjee  MD
Andrew Jeffrey Barbash  MD
Tamara Thair Barghouthi  MD
Peggy P Bastien  MD
Ajay Behari  MD
Kirsten A Bishop  PA-C
Shrikant C Bodani  MD
Brian J Bohner  MD
Alan D Bolnick  MD
Jay M Bolnick  MD
Raymond Bozeman  MD
Timothy Paul Braatz  MD
Mary E Brooks  CRNA
Casey Thomas Cheney Brown  CRNP
Katlyn Deanne Hodak  CNM
Taylor Lauren Hoff  DPM
Michael Horn  MD
Susanna Elizabeth Horvath  MD
April M Hubbard  CRNA
Jairus Tesorero Ibabao  MD
Arshad Iqbal  MD
Todd Allen Jacobson  MD
Simha Vivek Jagadeesh  MD
Geetha Bhavani Kandimala  MD
Abdulkader Kasabji  MD
Karen S Kelly  CRNA
Scott Robert Kerns  MD
Tariq M Khan  MD
Elaine G Khatod  MD
Mir Saiful Kibria  MD
Eugene Taeho Kim  MD
Shwan Kim  MD
Susanne Kim  MD
Andrew J Kiskadden  CRNA
Jerome B Klein  MD
Leroy J Korb Jr  MD
Dani Korya  MD
William Sanford Krimsky  MD
Kedar Kulkarni  MD
Dawn M Lai  CRNA
Christine A Lamoureux MD
Douglas M Larson DDS
James M Larson DDS
Glenn T Leonard Jr MD
Thomas P Long MD
Benjamin Boe Luong MD
Myles J Lyons Jr RNFA
Patricia Owensby Macfarlane MD
Kyle Manscuk PA-C
James D Manyak MD
Molly Mason CRNA
Mayank Mathur MD
Pratik Mansukh Mavani MD
Kevin Michael McDonnell MD
Ainsley D McFadgen MD
Megan Barnhart McGreevy MD
Jeffrey D Menoff DDS
Korinda L Messenger CNM
Frances Miles CRNA
Konstantin Millerman MD
Barbara A Mincarelli MD
Joshua D Morais MD
Robert L Moss MD
Davit Mrelashvili MD
Adnan Munir MD
Muhammad Munir MD
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Bruce Ian Reiner MD
Chad M Ristau CRNA
Alison Robinette MD
Richard David Rossin MD
Carrie Lynn Rowan DO
Mitchell Jay Rubin MD
Todd Louis Samuels MD
James M Scarpino DDS
John Edwin Schrecengost MD
Mitchell Lonny Schwartz MD
Luke T Sehy MD
Panna Shah MD
Sergey Shkurovich MD
Ashley A Siliano RNFA
Douglas R Sillart MD
Paul Harry Singer MD
Kristen M Siracuse CRNP
Peter Jeffrey Sloane MD
James Howard Sloves MD
Cynthia Marie Soriano MD
Michael Lawrence Stanchina MD
John Henry Susz DPM
Gregg Peter Sydow MD
Labib H Syed MD
Joel R Szymczak RNFA
Katherine Dugan Tobin MD
David William Todd  DMD, MD
Christie Elaine Tung  MD
Jeannette Ulloa  CRNA
Terrance Thomas Ursetta  DO
Michael Joseph Vecchione  DO
Umamaheswara R Vejendla  MD
Carlos Eugenio Villar  MD
George R Vito  DPM
Khanh Thi-Nha Vu  MD
Quang Dang Vu  MD
Lisa Ann Walter  CRNP
Peter Jacob Walter  MD
Keith John Webb  CRNA
Meredith Marlinda Webb  MD
Frank Joseph Welte  MD
William Michael Whetsell  MD
Ryan Gerry White  MD
Stewart Richard Whitver  CRNP
Michael S Winnicki  MD
Kelly A Wittenbrook  CRNP
William Joseph Wong  MD
Brian Peter Yuskevich  MD

UPMC Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh
Meena Adhar  MD
Julia Dawson Allan  PA-C
Toby Kosowski Ascherman  MD
Barry Jay Asman  MD
Wendy Neel Bacdayan  MD
Jeffrey Brian Banyas  MD
Heather Ilycia Baumhardt  DDS
Kate Meghan Belser  MD
Charles William Bemm  MD
Marianne Bove  CRNP
Janet Marie Breslin  MD
Corinne F Brooks  MD
Beverly Ann Brown  MD
John Francis Buzzatto  DMD
David John Cahill  MD
Mary Margaret Carrasco  MD
Sara Serbin Cartieri  MD
Christine Burghart Cassesse  CRNP
Mary Chapman  DDS
Kenneth Paul Cheng  MD
Christine Lee Cheng-Florendo  MD
Heidi Hulbert Clouse  CRNP
Judith A Cohen  MD
Theresa Marie Crocenelli  MD
Kristy Gilbert Cupelli  DMD
Alene Marie D'Alesio  DMD
Brian Peter Davies  MD
Erin D Davies  MD
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Maurielle Louise Stacy DDS
Angela Mary Stout DMD
Ann Summers CRNP
Melissa A Swanson CRNP
Rebecca Ann Swope CRNP
Kayla Renae Thompson CRNP
Brianna L Topolnak PA-C
Paul Joseph Trainer MD
Elizabeth Christine Tyler-Kabara MD, PhD
Scott Leland Tyson MD
Rachel Urso CRNP
Lauren Nicole Vietmeier CRNP
Donald J Vigliotti MD
Katherine L Walczak MD
Lori Sisinni Wilkerson CRNP
Lynne Louise Williams MD
Albert A Wolf MD
Katelyn Marie Woods DMD
Mei Lene Wu MD
David Andrew Wyszomierski MD
Marc Alan Yester MD
Pamela Jane Yuskovic PA-C
Katerina A Zavaras-Angelidou MD
Alexi Angelena Zika PA-C
UPMC Cole
Rakesh Agarwal MD
Palam Annamalai MD
James Wilbert Backstrom MD
Wolfgang H Baerwald MD
Kristine N Ball CNM
Amitabha Banerjee MD
Charles N Barax MD
Jennifer Bender MD
Anil Kumar Bhardwaj MD
Andrew Brown MD
David C Brown III PA-C
Victor Douglas Brown DMD
Patrick M Browning CRNA
Breanna Burdick PA-C
Martin Caliendo MD
Robert L Campbell AUD
Philip L Carlson Jr DMD
Stephen D Carlson MD
Debra A Carr PA-C
Mark Allen Casteel MD
Ahna Suhnmi Chu MD
William Wei Chien Chang MD
James M Clark MD
Kristy Nicole Clark CRNP
Gregory T Trecha  MD
Jason Gary Tronetti  DO
Korin M Trumpie  PA-C
Tod E Twichell  DDS
Kenneth Uy  MD
Douglas C Vander Kooi  MD
Brenda Marshall Wahlers  MD
Noel Lynn Warwick  DO
Robert Elden Wilson  MD, PhD
Michael Wilt  PA-C

UPMC East
Rami Abraham  MD
Keenan Adib  MD
Amer Ziad Akhrass  MD
Salah Aldin Almoukamal  MD
Gregory Theodore Altman  MD
Kamal Amin  MD
Naomi Anderson  PA-C
Paul Edwin Antalik  MD
Jeffrey Russell Antimarino  MD
David Pierre Anto  MD
Natalie D Austin  PA-C
Michael Joseph Azar  MD
Abdul Rab Aziz  MD
David Joel Baker  MD
Nabil Richard Barbara  MD
Robert Dean Beasley  DO
Paul D Bianculli  MD
Lana Bliner  CRNP
Eugene Anthony Bonaroti  MD
Patricia Lynn Bononi  MD
George R BouSamra  MD
Joel Dean Brown  MD
Carl Otto Bruning III  MD
Matthew David Burger  PA-C
Nicole Elizabeth Burns  DO
Gerald Thomas Byers  MD
Joanne Szalkay Byers  MD
Emily Madeline Caldwell  PA-C
Karla B Cepeda  MD
Aiysha Iftikhar Chatha  MD
Darleen Chyu  CRNP
Todd A Cindric  DPM
Julio Alfonso Clavijo-Alvarez  MD
Francis R Colangelo  MD
Allison Kristin Corridon  CRNP
Frank Joseph Costa  MD
James Stephen Costlow  MD
Robert Anthony Crossey  DO
Benjamin E Dratch  DO
Aashish Dua MD
Monica Pathak Dua MD
Stephanie Christine Elliott CRNP
Nosheen Fahd MD
Kathleen Lisa Filiaggi MD
Michael Eric Filiaggi DO
Donna Marie Finnegan PA-C
Erin B Flynn Davis DNP, CRNP
Stephanie M Ford CRNP
Athan Georgiades MD
Craig William Giger PA-C
John Gill DO
Ravindra Shrikant Godse MD
Vincent Anthony Golik CRNP
Irving Sass Gottfried MD
Mark Charles Gottron DO
Anuradha Krishne Gowda MD
Kristen Nichole Gregory PA-C
Martha Pamela Guel PA-C
Gregory Halenda MD
Caitlin Herbener PA-C
Michaela Hickey DO
Latika Hinduja DPM
John Jiun Ho DO
Charles James Hrach MD
Steven J Hussein MD
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Desiree Hykes DO
Justin Prakorb Isariyawongse MD
Muna Nassar Jabbour MD
Rajiv Kumar Jana DO
Satish Babu Kanakamedala MD
Walid Ahmad Kassir MD
Michael Patrick Kelley MD
Dana Kelly PA-C
Nufayl Khan MD
Paul Charles Kleist MD
Sangeeta Lakshmi Komarally MD
Kotayya Kondaveeti MD
Ravi Kondaveeti MD
Radhika Kotha MD
Lauren Marie Lasko CRNP
Tatiana Leibu MD
Rong-Chung Lin MD
Joseph H Liput Jr MD
Alexandra LiVecchi CRNP
Kelli Sherry Logue PA-C
Patrick Michael Lowden MD
Emanuel E Mamatas MD
Samuel G Marcotullio DO
Gregory Samuel Markantone DPM
Stephen S Markantone DPM
Marie Marguerite Matarazzo PA-C
Leena Ahmad Matthews  MD
David Gregory Mayernik  MD
Kenneth Robert McGaffin  MD, PhD
Richard Neal McQuigg  MD
Anil Subramania Menon  MD
Brigee L Mick  PA-C
Roberta Neal Miller  MD
Heather Marie Miske  DO
Sujal H Modi  MD
Christian Andrew Moore  MD, DMD
Ezz-Eldin Moukamal  MD
Palaniappan Muthappan  MD
Kalyan Chakravarthy Muvvala  MD
Peter Sami Naman  MD
Brinda Kulkarni Navalgund  MD
Yeshvant A Navalgund  MD
Julie Marie Nelson  DO
Ruba Nicola  MD
Jawdat Alexander Nikoula  MD
Neelima Nimmagadda  MD
Marcia R Nisenbaum  MD
Terrence John Obringer  DO
Brenda L Offord  PA-C
Chukwuemeka Okafor  MD
Andrew Robert Ozolins  CRNP
Phillip George Painley  DO
Jose Americo Silva Jr MD
Daljit Singh MD
John Roger Smith MD
Steven N Sotos MD
Brian Michael Spar MD
Nangali Srigurappa Srinivasa MD
Taylor Nicole Stewart CRNP
Joseph J Stuckert MD
Alexander Tal MD
Brian Michael Thomas MD
Jason Preston Thomas MD
Michael P Toshok DO
Namratha Vemulapalli MD
Lindsay Melissa Venditti MD
Perinkulam Vedanarayanan Viswanathan MD
Heidi Michelle Webb PA-C
James Weiss MD
Mark Anthony Wells CRNP
Dorothy Tan Wilhelm MD, MPH
Paul Michael Willis MD
Jeffrey Todd Wincko MD
Kevin Michael Wong MD
Chelsea M Workman PA-C
James J Worry PA-C, PhD
Edward Howard Wrenn MD
Danielle Wymard-Tomlinson CRNP
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Rashmi Mansingh Yadav MD
Hashem Ali Younes MD
Leslie Bollibon Zuverink MD

UPMC Hamot
Sarah Elizabeth Achenbach MD
Gregory Hugh Adkisson MD
Sartaj Sultana Ahmed MD
John David Albert II MD
David Ricardo Pereira Almeida MD
John Lawrence Alonge DDS
Jack Bryant Anon MD
Luis F Aparicio MD
Autumn Nicole Arkwright CRNA
Timothy Joseph Armanini DDS
Douglas B Babel MD
Robert Michael Badgett CRNA
Muhammad Ahsan Baig MD
Hallie N Baldwin DA
Robert Christopher Baldwin MD
John David Basile DMD
Alexander C Batchev DO
Robert V Beckman CRNA
Kim Jean Bennett CNM
Eric Wright Bernstein MD
Zahida Bhatti MD
James Patrick Dailey  MD
Heather M Davis  MA
Nicole Ann Davis  CRNA
Miranda Marie Deering  PA-C
Peter Louis Depowski  MD
Janet Marie DiSantis  DA
Eric David Divell  CRNA
Paula Jordan Dorris  CRNA
Terese Cerny Downing  CRNA
Kirsten R Drakulich  PA-C
Darren Elliot Dreyfus  DO
Robert Byron Dugan  DO
John P Dupaix  MD
Jason Dylik  MD
Sarah Marie Eakin  MD
Myriam Elkosseifi  MD
Jason Roger Fantini  PA-C
Andrew Thomas Figura  MD
Joanne Finn  MD
Shaun P Firster  CRNA
Kimberly Graziano Fitzpatrick  CRNA
Shannon Rae Folga  CRNA
Rick Allen Fornelli  MD
Melissa Halpern Fowler  MD
Seth David Fox  DO
Corinna Catherine Franklin  MD
Alyssa Kimmy CRNA
Robert Joseph Kinkoph II MD
Aaron H Kleps PA-C
Timothy Yee-Tak Ko MD
Michael Thomas Kolodychak DMD
Tammy Lynn Kordes PhD
Alexander Kosenko MD
Jessica N Koval PA-C
Stephanie Elaine LaJohn CRNA
Alyssa Marie Lapia PA-C
Donald E Larmon CRNA
Christopher Elliot Larson MD
Ronald P Leemhuis MD
Joseph A Leone DO
Nicole Letto CRNP
Howard Myles Levin MD
Michaela Richelle Lewis PA-C
William B Liller ST
Ruthann Irene Lipman DO
Sidney Philip Lipman MD
Mark Roncalli LoDico MD
Matthew Jean-Paul LoDico MD
John David Lubahn MD
Lizabeth Lysowski Dilla CRNA
Marion Gerald Macaluso CRNA
Robert Lawrence Mailliard Psy D
Colleen Ann Shine  ST
Mark J Shulkosky  MD
Richard Walter Siegler  MD
Aundrea Leann Simko  CRNA
Matthew E Simmons  DDS
Asim Ranjan Singh  MD
Amanda Spector  DO
Conrad James Stachelek  MD, PhD
Kirk W Steehler  DO
Tara L Steiner  CRNA
Scott Allen Stevens  DO
William Andrew Stevens  DO
Susan Marie Stubenhofer  CRNA
William K Swanson III  DO
Cassidy G Sykola  CRNA
Emily Suzanne Sykola  CRNA
Philip Henry Symes  MD
Scott Douglas Taylor  MD
Natalie Emma Teygart  DO
Joseph Martin Thomas  MD
Larry Wade Thompson Jr  MD
Josalyn Tolon  DA
Joshua David Trayer  CRNA
Jeffrey Michael Troutman  DO
Susan W Troutner  PhD
Jacqueline Tuthill  DDS
Jacob M Tuttle  CRNA
Shawn Paul VanHove  MD
Cathleen M Veith  DO
Kaleigh Marie Vinesky  PA-C
Michelle Elizabeth Vitale  CRNP
Annette Veronica Wagner  MD
Brent Edwin Walker  MD
Abbey E Warner  DA
Sarah Lynn Warner  MD
Eric Robert Wildauer  DO
Deana Marie Williams  CRNP
Diane M Worley  CRNA
Lindsay Wright  ST
Wei-Lung Sam Wu  MD
Sarah Elizabeth Yearwood  SRNA
Andrea L Yochim  CRNP
Edward Matthew Zimm  DO
Cheryl A Zukowski  DA

UPMC Horizon
Bruce Edward Abbott  DPM
Michael E Abdul-Malak  MD
Alysandra Andrusky  PA-C
Anup Singh Bains  MD
Michael Craig Beaudis  DPM
Jeffrey Allan Bedlion  MD
Tracey Lynn Schaaf  CST
S Jerome Schnall  DPM
John Patrick Scullin III MD
Andrea Jill Shaer  MD
Robert Jude Shellito  DPM
Benjamin L Shipton DO
Milan Shumkaroff RN
Grace Lee Smith  MD
Sherif Awad Soliman  MD
Robert L Stein  DO
Richard C Stigliano  DO
Brian Szabo  DPM
Gabriel Ong Te  MD
David Alan Tonnies  MD
Anthony Frederick Uberti  MD
Janet L Urey  RN
Robert Peter Vande Kappelle Jr MD
Sabrina K Varga  MD
Leonidas G Vassilaros  MD
Debbie Lee Walker  CRNP
Robert Edward Wenz  MD
Russell T Wible  DMD
Mehrdad Zarrinmakan  MD
John M Ziegler  DPM

UPMC Jameson
Shawn Anthony Panella  CRNP
David Wayne Pence  PA-C
Richard Allen Pica Jr MD
Laxman Prajapat  MD
Danielle Nicole Rand  PA-C
Sunder Ram Rao  MD
Hany Sadek Rezk-Tadrous  MD
Richard Michael Ribarevski  DMD
Roberto Omar Salcedo  MD
Pradheep Jothi Shanker  MD
Albert Brian Shaw  MD
Lawrence Andrew Shedwick Jr PA-C
David R Shober  DO
Dawn Yvonne Stein  DPM
Caitlin Tara Sullivan  DO
Gregory P Szewczyk  CRNA
Mary Catherine Tanyel  MD
Adam Patrick Thompson  DPM
Holly Ann Tice  CRNP
Eva Toth  MD
Erin Beth Unen  PA-C
Dominic Geno Ventura  DO
April Lynn Vinopal  PA-C
Justin T Wagner  DO
Dustin Mark Wallace  MD
Samantha Herrmann Walsh  PA-C
Paul Eugene Wawrzynski II MD
Theodore Charles Whitford MD
John D Wrightson MD
Michael Yuz MD
Carrie L Zernick PA-C
Wayne Michael Zimmer MD

UPMC Lock Haven
Mona Najib Arabi MD
Derek Raphael Armfield MD
Kris Karl Armson MD
Joseph M Bender MD
Praful U Bhatt MD
Veeral Ravindra Bhoot DO
Todd Michael Blodgett MD
Alison A Botek MD
Michael Francis Boyle MD
Kathryn McGannon Brookover CRNA
Robert S Cacioppo CRNA
Stefano Carpenetti DO
Tong Saa Chai MD
Pravin G Chapla MD
Sang Youl Choi MD
James M Ertel MD
Renee R Francisco CRNA
Gretchen S Gaus CRNA
Daniel L Stairs  CRNA
David Charles Sterner  MD
Gregory A Stone  CRNA
Richard G Stuempfle  DPM
James Earl Sweetland  MD
Jeffrey Allen VandeSand  MD
Alexander G Zeidel  MD

UPMC Magee – Women’s Hospital
Sandeep Anand  MD
Chelsea Renee Anderson  CRNP
Gregory Charles Anderson  MD
Joseph F Aracri  DO
Femabelle Bautista  DO
Jenna Rae Bench  CRNP
Jennifer Frances Blassey  PA-C
Natalie Marie Brown  PA-C
Alexus Ann Bushee  PA-C
Matthew Stephen Caldwell  CRNA
Anne Chen  MD
Wayne C Chen  DO
Pamela J Clair  MD
William Fiore Coppula  MD
Michael Joseph Daly  MD
Anthony Michael DiGioia  MD
Divna Djokic  MD
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Briana Lee Kost  PA-C
Anthony Louis Kovatch  MD
Kathleen Garver Lamb  MD
Marian Gail Landau  DO
Troy Danean Lyons  MD
Amy A Maddalena  DO
Kailey Taylor Mandes  CRNP
David A Martin  CRNA
Ann Margaret McCarthy  CNM
Emily C McGahey  CNM
James G Mermigas  DNP, CRNA
Krishna Narayanan  MD
Amy Gates Nevin  MD
Kellie D Novakovich  CRNA
Christine Marie Patti  MD
Kara Michelle Peterson  CNM
Michael Raymond Pinsky  MD
Brittany L Raburn  MD
Katherine Joy Ramey  CRNP
Sheila Ramgopal  MD
Sugandhi Reddy  MD
Heather Nicole Rialti  PA-C
Ashley N Riley  MD
Gloria Seijas Romero  MD
Jennifer Rose Romero  MD
Margaret Quinn Rosenzweig  CRNP
Kathleen Wolff CRNP
Todd H Wolynn MD
Lauren Meredith Wright DO
Katharine E Yoder MD
Mary Zervos DO

**UPMC McKeesport**
Mumtaz Ahmad Alvi MD
Elmer Lacuata Apaga MD
Donald W Beck DPM
Daphne Patricia Bicket MD
Phillip W Brown DPM
Diane M Buchbarker MD
James Thomas Campagna MD
Maricel Del Carmen Castaner MD
Mehboob Khurram Chaudhry MD
Rahat Mahmood Chaudhry MD
Lisa M Cibik MD
Louis August DiToppa DO
Jessica L Erb DNP, CRNP
Thomas Francis Findlan DO
Coreyann Fluker CRNP
Eric Albert Freiwald DPM
Rocco Anton Fulciniti MD
Joseph Paul Gioffre DPM
Michael Alan Gottlieb MD
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Victoria Michelle Sepesky  MD
Prabhat Seth  MD
Ravi Ramalingam Shankar  MD
Vera Victoria Sherman  MD
John Michael Snyder  DPM
Joel Christian Socash  PA-C
Lawrence Mitchell Stokar  MD
Audelia Abra Stoutamire  CRNP
Kristin Jane Thomas  DPM
Zachary Michael Thomas  DPM
Irene Tsironis  MD
Michael Veltre  DPM
Robert Curtis Waligura  DO
Rajni Wallia  MD

UPMC Mercy
Omar Farooq Abbasi  MD
Rocco Joseph Adams  MD
Ravikumar Alagar  MD
Mitchell Edward Antin  DO
Ragunath Appasamy  MD, PhD
Christopher Michael Ban  DMD
Stacy M Bangert  PA-C
Nicholaus Edward Barbosa  DMD, MD
Alicia Baum  MD
Randall Lee Beatty  MD
Renae Lynn Daniels Simmons  DPM
David John Dattilo  DDS
Pierre-Alain Lucien Dauby  MD
Arthur David  MD
Sarah Demarco Davies  DDS, MD
James Nicholas DeAngelo  DO
Joseph Paul DeJonckheere  MD
Bernard H Doft  MD
Bhavank V Doshi  MD
Michael Fackovec  MD
Louis S Felder  MD
Christopher George Fleissner  DO
Jennifer Lynn Fretwell  DO
Norman J Frey III  DO
Deborah Ann Gentile  MD
Philip George Georgevich  MD
Mark Alan Gindlesperger  PA-C
David Vaughn Glorioso  MD
Karin Greenberg  DO
Peter Michael Grondziowski  MD
Christopher J Hajnosz  DPM
Rekha Dinker Halligan  MD, PhD
Majid M Hashmi  MD
Dawn Varner Herzig  DO
Elias Youssef Hilal  MD
Todd Alan Hillman  MD
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Molly Danielle Hlavay  PA-C
Jordan Brent Hoachlander  DPM
Kelsey Teresa Hochleitner  PA-C
Remington Isadore Horesh  DO
Courtney Michelle Hutchins  PA-C
Nenad Janicijevic MD
Tracy Nicole Javaherian  MD
Christina Lynn Johnson  DPM
Diane Johnson  DPM
Joel William Jones  MD
Michael A Kail  DDS
Edward G Kaliman  MD
Kevin Patrick Kane  MD
Charles J Kent  MD
Laurie A Kilkenny  MD
Jared Evan Knickelbein  MD, PhD
Srinivas Sai Appala Kondapalli  MD
Thomas D Kramer  MD
Stephen J Kruljac  DPM
Kathleen A Kuznar  CST
Amit C Ladani  MD
Chhaganlal Dudabhal Ladani  MD
Shabbir Lakdawala  MD
Michael Edward Lally  MD
Mary Parks Lamb  MD
Ronald Allan Landay  MD
UPMC Muncy
Alejandro E Acle  MD
Ralph R Barnard Jr MD
Mark D Beyer  DO
Brian O Buschman  MD
Margaret Tustin Dangle  RN
Jennifer Faye Driggers  PA-C
Howard C Duryea  PA-C
Dilip Elangbam  MD
Joseph Hall Giomariso  MD
Jendy Y Harer  DO
Scott McBain Hartzell  MD
David E Kahler  DO
Jamie L Kramm  DPM
Ronald A Laino  PA-C
Joseph J Lexon  MD
David A Lightman  MD
Mindy L Lowe  RN
George A Manchester  MD
Mark D Mathason  DO
Kelly L Miller  CST
Manuel Moreno  MD
Karen Mothersbaugh  CST
Kevin L Pigos  MD
Hallie A Shuler  DPM
Jessica M Spinelli  PA-C
Peter B Trevouledes  MD
James Frederick Way Jr DO
Kevin M Welch  DPM
Cathleen A Woomert  MD
Henry George Yavorek  MD
Steven E Yordy  MD

**UPMC NorthWest**
David Michael Andres  DO
Norman King Beals III MD
Charles R Betts  MD
Jennifer M Bishop  DO
Donald Frederick Bittner  MD
David Robert Brooker  MD
Timothy Scott Brooks  DPM
Terry E Buckwalter Jr DO
Todd Allen Bush  MD
Scott Robert Cartwright  MD
Curtis Wendell Cooke  MD
Ruby Lenore Crow  CRNP
David Scott Currier  MD
Bridgett K Davis  MD
Lyudmila V Demko  DO
Garrett W Dixon  MD
Susan Victoria Estrada-Te  MD
Ellen Christy Smith  MD
Brian J Soriano  MD
Jay David Stevens  MD
J Michael Stoltzfus  PA-C
Stephany S Swart  MD
Maribeth Dailey Thomas  CRNA
Roger Steven Henry Virgile  MD
Mary S Williams  CRNA
Keith Ross Wolfe  DO
Gordon Edgar Wuebbolt  MD

**UPMC Passavant**
Debra Tanner Abell  MD
Syed Tahir Ali  MD
David Bradley Amos  MD
Mark D Athanas  PA-C
Kate Elizabeth Bachner  CRNP
Herman Singh Bagga  MD
Sarrah Germaine Bair  CRNP
Virginia Marian Balderston  MD
Marshall Louis Balk  MD
Christ Anthony Balouris  MD
John A Bamonte  DMD
Michael Kim Ban  DMD
Halie N Banas  PA-C
Kristy Bandi  PA-C
Ivan Adam Baumwell  MD
John L Behm  MD
Christine A Bell  CRNP
Elisabeth Calvo Bergman  MD
Amy E Betschart  PA-C
Jessica Jeanette Blakeslee  PA-C
Nicole M Bowan  PA-C
Richard Allen Bowers  MD
Michael William Bowman  MD
David Steven Brown  PA-C
Anna M Brunette  PA-C
Karen Giovannitti Bucher  DO
Pamela Rose Bucher  PA-C
Glenn Allen Buterbaugh  MD
Joseph Edward Calhoun  DO
Caleb R Campbell  MD
Coleen Anne Carignan  MD
Brian Gabriel Cenci  CRNP
Louis M Certo  MD
Nasir Badar Chaudry  MD
Douglas Frank Clough  MD
Wayne E Clouse  DPM
Leah Corrine Coalmer  PA-C
Christine Elaine Collins  PA-C
Maria Terese Funair  PA-C
Wallace C Gauntner  MD
Dinakar Golla  MD
Aaron G Grand  MD
Eric Scott Griffin  DO
Daniel Kenneth Grob  MD
Kayla Guntrum  CRNP
William Charles Hagberg  MD
Joshua Wayne Hagen  MD
Daniel R Hansen  PA-C
Brian Vassar Heil  MD
Kurt Matthew Heil  MD
Louis William Heyl  MD
Scott Louis Heyl  MD
Jeffrey Randal Hitchan  DMD
John Francis Hornyak  DPM
Robert Paul Horodnic  DO
Amy C Horvat  CRNP
Lauren Victoria Huckaby  MD
Joseph Ettore Imbriglia  MD
Suad A Ismail  MD
Katie Long Jackley  PA-C
Kristen Margaret Jackson  PA-C
Timothy Douglas Jacob  MD
Ben Jagiello  MD
Ravi Janardhanan  MD
Brian Foster Jewell  MD
Jeffrey Scott Karlik  MD
Troy Michael Karlik  DO
Sandeep Kathju  MD, PhD
Barbara A Kepes  CRNP
Sidrah Khan  MD
Joseph K Kimmell  DO
Lauren Kinder  CRNP
David John Kobaly  MD
Zakery Austin Koban  PA-C
Christopher Glenn Koman  MD
Sharon Lynn Kouvaras  PA-C
Frank Joseph Koziara  MD
Gary Snee Kreps  DDS
Nicholas Joseph Kubik  MD
Vickie Lynn Laney  DNP, CRNP
Kelley A Lang  PA-C
Mark Joseph Langhans  MD
Kelly Laverty  CRNP
Lindsay Jewel Ledwich  DO
Kathryn Eliza Legault  PA-C
Bradley Alan Levinson  MD
Paul A Liefeld  MD
Kirsten D Lin  MD
David Michael Lobas  MD
Clinton Robert Lowery  DPM
Anna Ivanovna Wooten  MD
Mary Katherine Wray  PA-C
Kristen L Yerman  PA-C
Jenna A Zidansek  CRNP
William Scott Zillweger  MD
Kristen Marie Zon  PA-C
Michelle L Zuba  DO

UPMC Presbyterian
Edward Charles Adlesic  DMD
Sam Sarmad Bakuri  DMD
Richard Earl Bauer III DMD, MD
Barbara Lynn Baumann  PhD
Elizabeth Bilodeau DMD, MD
Stanley Desire Bosta  DPM
Meghan Alexa Brunnet  PA-C
Susan Elizabeth Calderbank  DMD
William M Castillo  MD
John Joseph Charletta  DMD
William Lee Chung  DDS, MD
Kathy Claypoole  CRNA
Gilles Clermont  MD
Bernard James Costello  DMD, MD
Thomas James D'Orazio  MD, PhD
Pradeep Dhakarwal  MD
Roshan Dhawale  MD, MPH
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Scott Kevin Schweizer  MD
Paul  Scolieri  MD
Mark Patrick Seraly  MD
Raymond P Shupak  MD, DMD
Donna Polenik Simpson  CRNP
Lori Ann Smith  PA-C
Thomas Cecil Smitherman  MD
Mark Francis Sosovicka  DMD
Kurt Fry Summersgill  DDS, PhD
Katalin Szanto  MD
Lynne Marie Taiclet  DMD
Sarah Lynn Thompson  CRNP
Aaron Wang  MD
Steven Darrow Weisbord  MD
Sonia Veronica Welch  MD
Deborah A Wolfe  Psy D
George Alan Yeasted  MD
Sachin Yende  MD
Roger Paul Zelt  MD

**UPMC ShadySide**
Amesh Ashok Adalja  MD
Marc Jeffrey Adelsheimer  MD
Lawrence Nathan Adler  MD
Rebecca Lynn Agnew  CRNP
Ana Carolina Aguilar Cordova  MD
Barry Leonard Alpert  MD
Jonathan David Altland  PA-C
Ali Imran Amjad  MD
Helen Ifeyinwa Analo  MD
Judith I Arluk  MD
Frank Burke Artuso  MD
Niyati N Asher  MD
Vijay Kumar Bahl  MD
Roxana Francisca Barad  MD
Alexander Barsouk  MD
Linda Yick Belayev  MD
Gary Robert Bergman  MD
Peter Joel Berkowitz  MD
Bernard J Bernacki  DO
Erin Kelley Bilecki  PA-C
Elana Joy Bloom  MD
Lance Matukas Bodily  MD
Brian Keith Bonner  MD
John William Bookwalter III  MD
Joy L Boone  MD
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John Theodore Haretos  MD  
Aylene Sharp Harper  PhD  
Bobbie Lee Hawranko  DMD  
David Owen Hepps  MD  
Jay Bernard Herman  MD  
Christie J Hilton  DO  
Ann Smith Hodgin  CRNP  
Karl William Holtzer  MD  
Katherine Alice Homrok  MD  
Brandon Scott Humberger  DMD  
Gregory Liu Hung  MD  
Frances Elizabeth Irvin  MD  
Mohammed Fakhrul Islam  MD  
Hodan Aden Ismail  MD  
Shahnaz Siddiqi Jagiello  PA-C  
Benjamin Morris Kalsmith  MD  
Uma Mohan Kannapadi  MD  
Abdul Qayyum Khan  MD, MPH  
Tessa Maria Kracinovsky  PA-C  
Aaron Francis Kulick  MD  
Michaelene Kirsch Landy  RN, MSN  
Kenneth Howard Lentz  MD  
David Jeffrey Levenson  MD  
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Yadavendra Singh Rajawat  MD
A Ananth Raman  MD
Karen Elaine Rehder  MD
Lee Stuart Reichbaum  PhD
Katharine Theresa Ressler  PA-C
Antonio Ripepi  MD
Steven Lee Romiti  MD
Paul Ronald Rosenberg  MD
Adam Scott Rothschild  MD
Robert John Ruffner  MD
Michael Jan Rytel  MD
Sutthichai Sae-Tia  MD, PhD
Jesse Anthony Sally  DO
Karl R Saltrick  DPM
Julie M Sandifer  CRNP
Arun Kumar Sanjeevi  MD
Shailen Shivam Sehgal  MD
Usha Sharma  MD
Grant John Shevchik  MD
Laura Marie Shymansky  MD
Diane Marie Sober  MD
Venkatraman Srinivasan  MD
Jason Christopher Stepp  MD
Przemyslaw Jerzy Sutkowski  MD
Stuart G Tauberg  MD
Arthur Dutton Thomas  MD
Cassandra Tonkinson  CRNP
Minhduc Tran  DO
Meghan K Borden Trojan  DO
Kendra Lyn Valdez  CRNP
Puvalai M Vijaykumar  MD
Andrew Cazimer Waligora IV MD
Donna Mae Warren  PA-C
Joseph Lee Weaver  MD
Ingrid A Wecht  MD
Rachel J Wernert  PA-C
Nicole Wingard  PA-C
Timothy P Wolfe  CSFA
Richard Kent Zimmerman  MD, MPH
John Albert Zitelli  MD

UPMC St. Margaret
Tony J Albertelli  DPM
Adolfo G Bagnarello  MD
Sachin Bahl  MD
Ma Charmaine Rapadas Batac  MD
Judah Beck  MD
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Angelo Castiglione MD
Brian Cicuto DO
P Christopher Coburn PhD
Angelo Constantino MD
Joan Marie Devine MD
John DiStazio DPM
Margaret Hanlon Dolhi RN
Valerie Perks Donaldson MD
Raymond Robert Drabicki MD
Rinku Mitra Dutt MD
Colleen Kennedy Ebbert MD
James Norman Edmonds Jr DMD
Lisabeth Sidwell Ernharth PA-C
Eric Todd Evans MD
Christopher Falcon DO
Jonna N Falkner PA-C
Morgan Francis Flaherty MD
Thomas Allen Franz MD
Lisa Goldberg MD
Suman Golla MD
Anthony Edmund Good DNP, CRNP
Richard Lee Green MD
Reem Salah Hanna MD
Vish Venkatesh Iyer MD
Micah Abram Jacobs MD
Jeffrey Neal Kann MD
Brian William Zimmer  DO
Lindsey Marie Zubritsky  MD

**UPMC Sunbury**
David Joseph Ball  DO
Anuj Kumar Chopra  MD
Harjot Singh Dulai  MD
Daniel J Fassero  MD
Karen Levette Giles  MD
Joel Jonathan Jorgenson  MD
Amit Newatia  MD
Jason W Romesburg  DO
Imanual Somers-Dehaney  MD
Fred Teichman  MD

**UPMC Wellsboro**
Kathryn S Abadi  PA-C
Anitha T Abraham  MD
Fareed Ahmad  MD
Maria D Alvarado  MD
Anne M Anderegg  LCSW
Allan O Anyumba  DO
Olufemi Awosika  MD
Laura Elaine Bailey  CRNP
Lakshmi R Beeravolu  MD
Tyler O Benelli  LCSW
Alberto Penalver MD
Jeffrey A Ranta MD
Troy Sankford Reeves CRNP
Sara J Ritchey PA-C
Michael Sanfilipo MD
Diana Santiago-Vergara MD
Amrou Sarraj MD
Victor Sawhney MD
Nicholas Daniel Scharf CRNP
Phyllis B Scott MD
LeAnn F Shelmire PA-C
Jason Y Shen MD
Shirah Shore MD
Eric B Sklar MD
Suzanne M Stepanski DO
Natalee G Stone MD
Annie English Sumrall CRNP
Donald John Sweeney DO
Sarah Anne Taylor DC
Shanti Sengamalam Thirumalai MD
Judith Tubbs CRNP
Kyle Edward Ungvarsky MD
James E Updyke PA-C
Kimberly L Valentine MD
Anthony Vitto MD, PhD
Jon Vogler PA-C
Matthew F Way  MD
Beth A Weaver  CRNP
Jacqueline N Wiand  PA-C
David Eldon Williams  MD
Brittany Lynn Wilson  CRNP
Charles Windham  MD
Edgar Wong  MD
Adrienne Yourek  MD
Jessica West Zengerle  CRNP
Shumin Zhang  MD
Thomas Joseph Ziemba  DO

UPMC Williamsport
Jamie L Adam  MD, PhD
Carol Joy Adams  CRNA
Anjali Agrawal  MD
Manohar Aribandi  MD
Gregory V Babigian  MD
Keith Alan Baker  MD
James S Baldys  MD
Katelyn Baldys  CRNP
Christine M Barbour Kavanagh  CRNP
William P Bartlow  MD
John C Becker  DO
Michael I Belenko  MD
Charles Alan Steen  MD
Francisco X Tamayo  MD
Iwao Keith Tanaka  MD
Ralph E Thomas  MD
Sarah R Updegraff  CRNP
Manish Vig  MD
Sumathi Wable  MD
Thomas Evans Wallace  MD
Leonard A Weber Jr PA-C

UPMC Somerset
David C Armstrong MD
Deborah A Baceski MD
Philip A Basala MD
Kristin C Brant MD
David A Hajel DMD
Allison F Harbart MD
Jae U Hong MD
Mohammad J Saadat MD
William O Thompson MD
Suzanne H Blasko MD
Barbara J Campbell MD
Michael L Delrosario DDS
Fred R Ellis DMD
John W Geary DMD
Peter C Jacobson DMD
No Facility Affiliation

Therese Marie Burke  LCSW
Christina Romeo Butler  LPC
Tara Ann Calhoun  LCSW
David Wayne Crippen  MD
Gretchen Ann Crum  LCSW
Jessica Marie Daugherty  LPC
Kelsey Emhardt  LPC
Shawna Kelly  LPC
Ashley Linton  LPC
Megan McGraw  LCSW
Michael S Mikita  PA-C
Ann Mikulich  LPC
Annette Louise Mileto  PA-C
Barbara L Minnich  MEd
Megan Nowikowski  LPC
Brittany Ogden  LPC
Katlyn Marie Roudabush  LPC
Allison Marie Sappie  LPC
Christine Denise Sherman  LMFT
Laurel Marie Steele  AUD
Timothy Thunberg  LPC
Joseph F Villella  LPC